NEWH, Inc. is a non-profit organization dedicated to the Hospitality Industry. It is our goal to further our industry through education. NEWH, Inc. is offering scholarships to Hospitality Management or Interior Design majors pursuing a career in the hospitality industry. Application deadline is June 21, 2024. Winning recipients are required to attend the award event with paid travel and lodging provided.

Scholarship criteria:

- Actively enrolled student: 2-year program freshman and above, 4-year sophomore/second year and above, or graduate level.
- 3.0 GPA (cumulative) or overall “B” average or grade percentage of 83% – 86% equivalent.
- Financial need through college for past/current/upcoming tuition or program approved books/supplies.
- Hospitality management or interior design major pursuing a career in a hospitality related field.

$5,000 NEWH Women Leaders scholarship, sponsored by Boutique Design
Open to female hospitality management students
Award: November 2024, Boutique Design Power Players: Women Leaders in Hospitality Breakfast and Panel Discussion in New York City

$5,000 NEWH Clifford R. Tuttle scholarship, sponsored by ForrestPerkins/Perkins Eastman
Open to interior design students (with a hospitality career focus)
Award: November 2024, HD Platinum Circle Gala in New York City

$10,000 NEWH Fabric Innovations Legacy scholarship, sponsored by Fabric Innovations
Open to hospitality management or interior design students (with a hospitality career focus) in Florida or New York
Award: November 2024, HD Platinum Circle Gala in New York City

$10,000 P/Kaufmann Contract scholarship, sponsored by P/Kaufmann Contract
Open to interior design students (with a hospitality career focus) at Fashion Institute of Technology-NY, Pace University, Parsons School of Design-The New School, Paul Smith’s College, New York School of Interior Design or Pratt Institute
Award: November 2024, HD Platinum Circle Gala in New York City

$10,000 NEWH Tarkett Hospitality Design Achievement Scholarship, sponsored by Tarkett Hospitality
Open to hospitality design or textile design students with a hospitality career focus
Award: November 2024, HD Platinum Circle Gala in New York City

Thanking NEWH’s 2024 Corporate Partners
Benefactor: DURKAN HOSPITALITY | FABRIC CONTRACT/S. HARRIS | MILLIKEN FLOOR COVERING | SIGNATURE | ULSTER Patron: ARTERIORS CONTRACT | BERNHARDT HOSPITALITY | BRIGHTONS | EMERALD | ENCORE HOSPITALITY CARPET | INSTALLATION SERVICE GROUP | KB CONTRACT | P/KAUFMANN CONTRACT | PTY CUSTOM LIGHTING | VALLEY FORGE FABRICS Supporting: AMERICAN ATELIER, INC. | AMERICAN LEATHER | ARTLINE GROUP | ASHLEY LIGHTING, INC. | CHAMPION HOSPITALITY LIGHTING | CROSSLEY AXIMINSTER | CRYPTOON | NANTEXOT | DELTA FAUCET COMPANY | DOWN ETC. | ELECTRIC MIRROR | FAIRMONT DESIGNS | KELLEY | KIMBALL HOSPITALITY | MANDY LI COLLECTION | PORCELANOZA | RICHLAND CONTRACT | SERTA SIMMONS HOSPITALITY | SHAW HOSPITALITY | SHELBY WILLIAMS | SUMMER CLASSICS/GABBY CONTRACT | TARKETT HOSPITALITY | TLS FURNITURE | TRINITY LIGHTING | TROPITONE FURNITURE COMPANY | WALTERS
$5,000 NEWH ALIS DESIGN+ Scholarship, sponsored by ALIS DESIGN+
Open to hospitality management students
Award: January 2025, ALIS DESIGN+ in Los Angeles, CA

$7,500 NEWH BrandED Scholarship
Open to hospitality management students
Award: September 2024, Lodging Conference in Phoenix, AZ, and November 2024, Boutique Design Power Players: Women Leaders in Hospitality Breakfast and Panel Discussion in New York City

$7,500 NEWH ICON of Industry Scholarship
Open to interior design students (with a hospitality career focus)
Award: November 2024, BDNY Gold Key Awards in New York City

Student completes one application and selects the scholarship(s) they are applying for. All applications are discarded at the end of the year; students must re-apply annually. Applications can be found under Scholarship on our website: www.newh.org (see application for submittal requirements).

Sincerely,

Brittany Spinner – Vice President | Scholarship, NEWH, Inc.

Questions:
(P): 800.593.6394; (E): newh.scholarship@newh.org

Submit application by email/mail: newh.scholarship@newh.org
NEWH, Inc.
C/O Scholarship Dept
@NEWHScholarships
P.O. Box 322
Shawano, WI 54166

Get connected:
Web: www.newh.org
Facebook: newhinc
Twitter: @NEWHinc
Instagram: @newhinc

Thanking NEWH’s 2024 Corporate Partners
Benefactor: DURKAN HOSPITALITY | FABRICUT CONTRACT/S. HARRIS | MILLIKEN FLOOR COVERING | SIGNATURE | ULSTER
Patron: ARTERIORS CONTRACT | BERNHARDT HOSPITALITY | BRINTONS | EMERALD | ENCORE HOSPITALITY CARPET | INSTALLATION SERVICE GROUP | KB CONTRACT | P/Kaufmann Contract | PTY CUSTOM LIGHTING | VALLEY FORGE FABRICS
Supporting: AMERICAN ATTELIER, INC. | AMERICAN LEATHER | ARTLINE GROUP | ASHLEY LIGHTING, INC. | CHAPMAN HOSPITALITY LIGHTING | CROSSLEY AXMINSTER | CRYPTON + NANOTEX | DELTA FAUCET COMPANY | DOWN ETC. | ELECTRIC MIRROR | FAIRMONT DESIGNS | KELLEX | KIMBALL HOSPITALITY | MANDY LI COLLECTION | PORCELANOSA | RICHLOOM CONTRACT | SERTA SIMMONS HOSPITALITY | SHAW HOSPITALITY | SHELBY WILLIAMS | SUMMER CLASSICS/GABBY CONTRACT | TARKETT HOSPITALITY | TLS FURNITURE | TRINITY LIGHTING | TROPITONE FURNITURE COMPANY | WALTERS